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For decades, poker has been a difficult and important grand challenge problem for the field of 
AI. Because poker involves hidden information — you don’t know your opponents’ cards — 
success requires bluffing and other strategies that do not apply to chess, Go, and other games. 
This twist has made poker resistant to AI techniques that produced breakthroughs in these other 
games. 

In recent years, new AI methods have been able to beat top humans in poker if there is only one 
opponent. But developing an AI system capable of defeating elite players in full-scale poker with 
multiple opponents was widely recognized as the key remaining milestone.  

Pluribus, a new AI bot we developed in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University, has 
overcome this challenge and defeated elite human professional players in the most popular and 
widely played poker format in the world: six-player no-limit Texas Hold'em poker. Pluribus 
defeated pro players in both a “five AIs + one human player” format and a “one AI + five 
professionals” format. If each chip was worth a dollar, Pluribus would have won an average of 
about $5 per hand and would have made about $1,000/hour playing against five human 
players.These results are considered a decisive margin of victory by poker professionals. 

This is the first time an AI bot has proven capable of defeating top professionals in any major 
benchmark game that has more than two players (or two teams). We are sharing details on 
Pluribus in this blog post, and more information is available in this newly published paper in 
Science.   

Pluribus achieves this result through several innovations on Libratus, the AI bot developed at 
Carnegie Mellon that beat human pros in two-player Hold’em in 2017. In particular, Pluribus 
incorporates a new online search algorithm that can efficiently evaluate its options by searching 
just a few moves ahead rather than only to the end of the game. Pluribus also uses new, faster 
self-play algorithms for games with hidden information. Combined, these advances made it 
possible to train Pluribus using very little processing power and memory — the equivalent of 
less than $150 worth of cloud computing resources. This efficiency stands in stark contrast to 
other recent AI milestone projects, which required the equivalent of millions of dollars’ worth of 
computing resources to train.  

These innovations have important implications beyond poker, because two-player zero-sum 
interactions (in which one player wins and one player loses) are common in recreational games, 
but they are very rare in real life. Real-world scenarios — such as bidding in an online auction or 
navigating traffic — typically involve multiple actors. Multiplayer interactions pose serious 
theoretical and practical challenges to past AI techniques. Our results nevertheless show that a 
carefully constructed AI algorithm can reach superhuman performance outside of two-player 
zero-sum games. 

Winning at six-player poker 
Six-player poker presents two major challenges that are very different from ones typically seen 
in past benchmark games. 

Not just a two-player zero-sum game 

All AI breakthroughs in previous benchmark games have been limited to those with only two 
players or two teams facing off in a zero-sum competition (for example, checkers, chess, Go, 
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two-player poker, StarCraft 2, and Dota 2). In each of those cases, the AI was successful 
because it attempted to estimate a kind of strategy known as a Nash equilibrium. In two-player 
and two-team zero-sum games, playing an exact Nash equilibrium makes it impossible to lose 
no matter what the opponent does. (For example, the Nash equilibrium strategy for rock-paper-
scissors is to randomly pick rock, paper, or scissors with equal probability.) 

Although a Nash equilibrium is guaranteed to exist in any finite game, it is not generally possible 
to efficiently compute a Nash equilibrium in a game with three or more players. (This is also true 
for two-player general-sum games.) Moreover, in a game with more than two players, it is 
possible to lose even when playing an exact Nash equilibrium strategy. One such example is 
the Lemonade Stand game, in which each player simultaneously picks a point on a ring and 
wants to be as far away as possible from any other player. The Nash equilibrium is for all 
players to be spaced uniformly along the ring, but there are infinitely many ways this can be 
accomplished. If each player independently computes one of those equilibria, the joint strategy 
is unlikely to result in all players being spaced uniformly along the ring. 

The shortcomings of Nash equilibria outside of two-player zero-sum games have raised the 
question among researchers of what the right goal should even be in such games. In the case 
of six-player poker, we take the viewpoint that our goal should not be a specific game-theoretic 
solution concept, but rather to create an AI that empirically defeats human opponents 
consistently, including elite human professionals. (This is what’s commonly regarded as 
“superhuman” performance for AI bots.) 

The algorithms we used to construct Pluribus are not guaranteed to converge to a Nash 
equilibrium outside of two-player zero-sum games. Nevertheless, we observe that Pluribus 
plays a strategy that consistently defeats elite human poker professionals in six-player poker, 
and that the algorithms are therefore capable of producing superhuman strategies in a wider 
class of settings beyond two-player zero-sum games. 

Hidden information in a more complex environment 

No other game embodies the challenge of hidden information quite like poker, where each 
player has information (his or her cards) that the others lack. A successful poker AI must reason 
about this hidden information and carefully balance its strategy to remain unpredictable while 
still picking good actions. For example, bluffing occasionally can be effective, but always bluffing 
would be too predictable and would likely result in losing a lot of money. It is therefore 
necessary to carefully balance the probability with which one bluffs with the probability that one 
bets with strong hands. In other words, the value of an action in an imperfect-information game 
is dependent on the probability with which it is chosen and on the probability with which other 
actions are chosen.  

In contrast, in perfect-information games, players need not worry about balancing the 
probabilities of actions; a good move in chess is good regardless of the probability with which it 
is chosen. And though it is possible to solve a chess endgame in isolation without understanding 
the game’s opening strategies such as the Sicilian Defense or Queen’s Gambit, it is impossible 
to disentangle the optimal strategy of a specific poker situation from the overall strategy of 
poker. 

Previous poker-playing bots such as Libratus coped with hidden information in games as large 
as two-player no-limit Texas Hold’em by combining a theoretically sound self-play algorithm 
called Counterfactual Regret Minimization (CFR) with a carefully constructed search procedure 
for imperfect-information games. Adding additional players in poker, however, increases the 
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complexity of the game exponentially. Those previous techniques could not scale to six-player 
poker even with 10,000x as much compute. Pluribus uses new techniques that can handle this 
challenge far better than anything that came before. 

Understanding Pluribus’s blueprint strategy  
The core of Pluribus's strategy was computed via self-play, in which the AI plays against copies 
of itself, without any human gameplay data used as input. The AI starts from scratch by playing 
randomly and gradually improves as it determines which actions, and which probability 
distribution over those actions, lead to better outcomes against earlier versions of its strategy. 
The version of self-play used in Pluribus is a variant of the iterative Monte Carlo CFR (MCCFR) 
algorithm.  

On each iteration of the algorithm, MCCFR designates one player as the “traverser” whose 
current strategy is updated on the iteration. At the start of the iteration, MCCFR simulates a 
hand of poker based on the current strategy of all players (which is initially completely random). 
Once the simulated hand is completed, the algorithm reviews each decision the traverser made 
and investigates how much better or worse it would have done by choosing the other available 
actions instead. Next, the AI assesses the merits of each hypothetical decision that would have 
been made following those other available actions, and so on. 

Exploring other hypothetical outcomes is possible because the AI is playing against copies of 
itself. If the AI wants to know what would have happened if some other action had been chosen, 
then it need only ask itself what it would have done in response to that action. 

The difference between what the traverser would have received for choosing an action versus 
what the traverser actually achieved (in expectation) on the iteration is added to the 
counterfactual regret for the action. At the end of the iteration, the traverser's strategy is updated 
so that actions with higher counterfactual regret are chosen with higher probability. 

Maintaining counterfactual regrets for each action in each decision point in a game such as no-
limit Texas Hold’em would require more bytes than the number of atoms in the universe. To 
reduce the complexity of the game, we ignore some actions and also bucket similar decision 
points together in a process called abstraction. After abstraction, the bucketed decision points 
are treated as identical. 

Pluribus's self-play outputs what we refer to as the blueprint strategy for the entire game. During 
actual play, Pluribus improves upon this blueprint strategy using its search algorithm. But 
Pluribus does not adapt its strategy to the observed tendencies of its opponents. 

We trained the blueprint strategy for Pluribus in eight days on a 64-core server and required 
less than 512 GB of RAM. No GPUs were used. At typical cloud computing instance rates, it 
would cost less than $150 to train. This is in sharp contrast to other recent AI breakthroughs, 
including those involving self-play in games, which commonly cost millions of dollars to train. 
We are able to achieve superhuman performance at such a low computational cost because of 
algorithmic improvements, which are discussed below. 

A more efficient, more effective search strategy  



The blueprint strategy is necessarily coarse-grained because of the size and complexity of no-
limit Texas Hold'em. During actual play, Pluribus improves upon the blueprint strategy by 
conducting real-time search to determine a better, finer-grained strategy for its particular 
situation. 

AI bots have used real-time search in many perfect-information games, including backgammon 
(two-ply search), chess (alpha-beta pruning search), and Go (Monte Carlo tree search). For 
example, when determining their next move, chess AIs commonly look some number of moves 
ahead until a leaf node is reached at the depth limit of the algorithm's lookahead.  

Those search methods, however, don’t work with imperfect-information games because they do 
not consider the opponents’ ability to shift to different strategies beyond the leaf nodes. This 
weakness leads the search algorithms to produce brittle, unbalanced strategies that the 
opponents can easily exploit. AI bots were previously unable to solve this challenge in a way 
that can scale to six-player poker. 

Pluribus instead uses an approach in which the searcher explicitly considers that any or all 
players may shift to different strategies beyond the leaf nodes of a subgame. Specifically, rather 
than assuming all players play according to a single fixed strategy beyond the leaf nodes (which 
results in the leaf nodes having a single fixed value), we instead assume that each player may 
choose among four different strategies to play for the remainder of the game when a leaf node 
is reached. One of the four continuation strategies we use in Pluribus is the precomputed 
blueprint strategy; another is a modified form of the blueprint strategy in which the strategy is 
biased toward folding; another is the blueprint strategy biased toward calling; and the final 
option is the blueprint strategy biased toward raising. 

This technique results in the searcher finding a more balanced strategy that produces stronger 
overall performance, because choosing an unbalanced strategy (e.g., always playing rock in 
rock-paper-scissors) would be punished by an opponent shifting to one of the other continuation 
strategies (e.g., always playing paper). 

As we’ve noted, another major challenge of search in imperfect-information games is that a 
player's optimal strategy for a particular situation depends on how her opponents perceive her 
gameplay. If a player never bluffs, her opponents would know to always fold in response to a big 
bet. 

To cope, Pluribus tracks the probability it would have reached the current situation with each 
possible hand according to its strategy. Regardless of which hand Pluribus is actually holding, it 
will first calculate how it would act with every possible hand — being careful to balance its 
strategy across all the hands so it remains unpredictable to the opponent. Once this balanced 
strategy across all hands is computed, Pluribus then executes an action for the hand it is 
actually holding. 

When playing, Pluribus runs on two CPUs. For comparison, AlphaGo used 1,920 CPUs and 280 
GPUs for real-time search in its 2016 matches against top Go professional Lee Sedol. Pluribus 
also uses less than 128 GB of memory. The amount of time Pluribus takes to search on a single 
subgame varies between one second and 33 seconds depending on the particular situation. On 
average, Pluribus plays twice as fast as typical human pros: 20 seconds per hand when playing 
against copies of itself in six-player poker.  



How Pluribus performed against human pros  
We evaluated Pluribus by playing against a group of elite human professionals. The collection of 
pros included Chris “Jesus” Ferguson (the 2000 World Series of Poker Main Event champion), 
Greg Merson (the 2012 World Series of Poker Main Event champion), and Darren Elias (four-
time World Poker Tour champion). The full list of pros: Jimmy Chou, Seth Davies, Michael 
Gagliano, Anthony Gregg, Dong Kim, Jason Les, Linus Loeliger, Daniel McAulay, Nick 
Petrangelo, Sean Ruane, Trevor Savage, and Jake Toole. Each of these pros has won more 
than $1 million playing poker professionally and many have won more than $10 million. 

When AI systems have played humans in other benchmark games, the machine has sometimes 
performed well at first, but it eventually lost as the human player discovered its vulnerabilities. 
For an AI to master a game, it must show it can win consistently, even when the human 
opponents have time to adapt. Our matches involved thousands of poker hands over the course 
of several days, giving the human experts ample time to search for weaknesses and adapt. 

“The bot wasn’t just playing against some middle-of-the-road pros,” said Elias. “It was playing 
some of the best players in the world.” 

There were two formats for the experiment: five humans playing with one AI at the table, and 
one human playing with five copies of the AI at the table. In each case, there were six players at 
the table with 10,000 chips at the start of each hand. The small blind was 50 chips, and the big 
blind was 100 chips. 

Although poker is a game of skill, there is an extremely large luck component as well. It is 
common for top professionals to lose money even over the course of 10,000 hands of poker 
simply because of bad luck. To reduce the role of luck, we used the AIVAT variance reduction 
algorithm, which applies a baseline estimate of the value of each situation to reduce variance 
while still keeping the samples unbiased. For example, if the bot is dealt a really strong hand, 
AIVAT will subtract a baseline value from its winnings to counter the good luck. This adjustment 
allowed us to achieve statistically significant results with roughly 10x fewer hands than would 
normally be needed. 

5 humans + 1 AI 

In this experiment, 10,000 hands of poker were played over 12 days. Each day, five volunteers 
from the pool of professionals were selected to participate. A prize of $50,000 was divided 
among the human pros based on their performance, to incentivize them to play their best. After 
applying AIVAT, Pluribus’s win rate was estimated to be about 5 big blinds per 100 hands (5 bb/
100), which is considered a very strong victory over its elite human opponents (profitable with a 
p-value of 0.021). If each chip was worth a dollar, Pluribus would have won an average of about 
$5 per hand and would have made about $1,000/hour. This result exceeds the rate at which 
professional players typically expect to win, even when playing against a mix of both 
professional and amateur players. 

“Pluribus is a very hard opponent to play against,” Ferguson said after the 
experimentcompetition. “It’s really hard to pin him down on any kind of hand. He’s also very 
good at making thin value bets on the river. He’s very good at extracting value out of his good 
hands. So it’s been very hard playing against him. He’s really a very strong opponent.” 

It is important to note, however, that Pluribus is intended to be a tool for AI research and that we 
are using poker only as a way to benchmark AI progress in imperfect-information multi-agent 
interactions relative to top human ability. 
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5 AIs + 1 human 

This experiment was conducted with Ferguson, Elias, and Linus Loeliger. Loeliger is considered 
by many to be the best player in the world at six-player no-limit Hold’em cash games. Each 
human played 5,000 hands of poker with five copies of Pluribus at the table. Pluribus does not 
adapt its strategy to its opponents, so intentional collusion among the bots was not an issue. In 
aggregate, the humans lost by 2.3 bb/100. Elias was down 4.0 bb/100 (standard error of 2.2 bb/
100), Ferguson was down 2.5 bb/100 (standard error of 2.0 bb/100), and Loeliger was down 0.5 
bb/100 (standard error of 1.0 bb/100). 

“Its major strength is its ability to use mixed strategies,” Elias said. “That’s the same thing that 
humans try to do. It’s a matter of execution for humans — to do this in a perfectly random way 
and to do so consistently. Most people just can’t. 

Because Pluribus's strategy was determined entirely from self-play without any human data, it 
also provides an outside perspective on what optimal play should look like in multiplayer no-limit 
Texas Hold'em. Pluribus confirms the conventional human wisdom that limping (calling the big 
blind rather than folding or raising) is suboptimal for any player except the small blind player 
who already has half the big blind in the pot by the rules, and thus has to invest only half as 
much as the other players to call. Although Pluribus initially experimented with limping when 
computing its blueprint strategy offline through self-play, it gradually discarded this tactic as self-
play continued. But Pluribus disagrees with the folk wisdom that donk betting (starting a round 
by betting when one ended the previous betting round with a call) is a mistake; Pluribus does 
this far more often than professional humans do. 

“It was incredibly fascinating getting to play against the poker bot and seeing some of the 
strategies it chose,” said Gagliano. “There were several plays that humans simply are not 
making at all, especially relating to its bet sizing.” 

From poker to other imperfect-information challenges  

AI has previously had a number of high-profile successes in perfect-information two-player zero-
sum games. But most real-world strategic interactions involve hidden information and are not 
two-player zero-sum. Pluribus’s success shows that there are also large-scale, complex 
multiplayer settings in which a carefully constructed self-play-and-search algorithm can be 
successful despite the lack of known strong theoretical guarantees on performance. 

Pluribus is also unusual because it costs far less to train and run than other recent AI systems 
for benchmark games. Some experts in the field have worried that future AI research will be 
dominated by large teams with access to millions of dollars in computing resources. We believe 
Pluribus is powerful evidence that novel approaches that require only modest resources can still 
drive cutting-edge AI research. 

Even though Pluribus was developed to play poker, the techniques used are not specific to 
poker and need not require any expert domain knowledge to develop. This research gives us a 
better fundamental understanding of how to build general AI that can cope with multi-agent 
environments, both with other AI agents and with humans, and allows us to benchmark progress 
in this field against the pinnacle of human ability. 

Of course, the approach taken in Pluribus may not be successful in all multi-agent settings. In 
poker, there is limited opportunity for players to communicate and collude. It is possible to 
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construct very simple coordination games in which existing self-play algorithms fail to find a 
good strategy. Nevertheless, many real-world interactions, such as financial markets, auctions, 
and traffic navigation, can potentially be modeled as multi-agent interactions with limited 
communication and collusion among participants. 

The techniques that enable Pluribus to defeat multiple opponents at the poker table may help 
the AI community develop effective strategies in these and other fields.    


